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Abstract
The decision tree is one of the most widely used data mining 
method. There are several advantages of using decision tree 
algorithm. The decision tree algorithm implicitly selects features 
and less effort is required for data preparation. Furthermore, 
results are easy to understand as it is graphically displayed. 
In earlier research work, Microsoft clustering and Microsoft 
association rules mining algorithms were implemented on birth 
registration data. In this research paper, Microsoft decision tree 
data mining method is implemented on Birth registration data 
of the city of Surat.
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I. Introduction
To create Microsoft decision tree model, we need to provide 
input column (s), predictable column (s) and key column. The 
algorithm builds the decision tree by creating several splits in 
the tree and splits are knows as node. If input column is closely 
related to predictable column in that case algorithm adds the 
column as node in the decision tree. In this decision tree data 
mining model, Delivery Attention ID, Father Education ID, 
Religion ID and Sex are used as input fields and Birth Date 
fields is used as key column. The Delivery Method ID is used 
as predict only field. The figure 1 shows data mining model 
structure.

 
Fig. 1: Decision Trees Mining Model Structure 

II. Methodology 
There are number of parameters one needs to set while 
implementing Microsoft decision trees algorithm in SSAS. These 
parameter settings determine growth of the tree, shape of the tree 
and input – output attribute settings [1]. The COMPLEXITY_
PENALTY is a floating point number with the range [0, 1]. In 
this model the default value 0.5 for COMPLEXITY_PENALTY 
as model is having less than 10 input attributes. The MINIMUM_
SUPPORT is used to specify the minimum support count for each 

node in a tree. This minimum support count implies that child 
nodes with lesser value than support count will be ignored while 
generating decision tree [1]. The SCORE_METHOD determines 
a split score method while generating a tree. This parameter is 
important because the method is used to calculate score for the 
attribute to decide the best split for the tree. The higher the score 
for the attribute, there are more chances that tree will split for 
the given attribute. In the case of Microsoft decision tree data 
mining algorithm Shannon’s entropy method, Bayesian with K2 
Prior method and Bayesian Dirichlet Equivalent with Uniform 
Prior method are supported [2]. The use of these methods in 
the data mining algorithm depends upon the data types used in 
the columns and also use of those columns [4]. The possible 
values for SCORE_METHOD parameter are 1 for an Entropy 
score, 2 for the Bayesian with K2 Prior method and 3 for the 
Bayesian Dirichlet Equivalent with Uniform Prior method [1]. 
The SPLIT_METHOD parameter is used to decide the shape 
of the decision trees. The SPLIT_METHOD possible values 
are 1, 2 and 3. The SPLIT_METHOD = 1 determines that 
decision tree will always split in a binary way. For example, 
for Religion attribute possible values can be Hindu, Muslim, 
Christians and Sikh. The SPLIT_METHOD =1 will split the 
tree into only two nodes like Religion = Hindu and Religion = 
Not Hindu. The SPLIT_METHOD=2 determines that algorithm 
will produce four nodes corresponding to four different states 
of the attribute religion. The SPLIT_METHOD=3 is a default 
method and that will automatically chose the best method out 
of two [1, 4]. Considering all above mentioned parameters for 
Microsoft decision trees algorithm was implemented.

III. Results
The data mining model was created to predict delivery method 
attribute. The predictions values of attribute can be helpful to the 
Municipal Corporation, State Government, Central Government, 
Hospitals and Non-profit organizations for better planning 
and management. The Fig. 2 displays decision tree for birth 
registration data and Fig. 3 display the probability of each case of 
the predictable attribute Delivery Method ID for the node. These 
results can be useful for health department and administrators.
  

Fig. 2: Decision Trees for Birth Registration Data Mart 
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Fig. 3: Decision Trees Mining Legend for Birth Registration

IV. Conclusion
The research work demonstrates that decision trees can be 
extremely useful for obtaining hidden patterns from raw data 
and results are easy to understand.

V. Acknowledgements and Limitation 
All results are based on data of year 2000 to year 2009 provided 
by the municipal corporation for the research purpose only. Hence 
results may change, if data mining concepts are applied on actual 
data sets.
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